
Scituate Home Rule Charter Commission 
Minutes  Meeting 9:  

Wednesday, November 28 at 7pm  
Scituate Town Hall  

195 Danielson Pike, Scituate, R.I.  
Town Council Chambers  

1. Call to order and Pledge of Allegiance led by R. Strach.  

2. Roll call by recording secretary.  

Members attending: Kirk Loiselle, Mary Manning-Morse, Ruth Strach, Erika McCormick, Steve 
Brannigan, Stephen Hopkins, Ted Pryzbyla, and Brian Carpenter.  

Absent: Terry Nolin 

Also in attendance: Attorney Wyatt Brochu 

3. Approval of November 14 minutes.  

M. Morse: Top of page 3, the “is” should be an I.  Top of page 6 the reason the Foster provision 
was read was for the language regarding limitation of the council actions.  

M. Morse: Motion to approve minutes as amended.  

K. Loiselle: Second 

All in favor Yes  

R. Strach: Terry is going to keep a motion timeline.  

4. Continuation of preliminary discussion and/or vote on Town Council, including (but not 
limited to) number/election/term; duties/responsibilities/prohibitions; non-interference, etc.  

E. McCormick: Recused herself. 

R. Strach: First part of “working model" of the Home Rule Charter passed out to the members of 
the committee. Focus  here on Town Council.  Looking for language of the charter to be as clear 
as possible for any citizen to read and find what they are looking for.  Will speak to Wyatt to see 
what needs to be said legally.  7 members according, term of 2 years. Not looking to make 
change to what is currently done just for the sake of change.  (Working model needs language 
pertaining to swearing in of the council). Wyatt,ceremonial meeting? 
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Attorney Brochu: The initial meeting of the newly elected council is a pro forma meeting.  
Council is sworn in and elects officers and may have more of a celebration event. The reason it is 
done is so that new council can meet to decide what format will be used for setting up meetings.  
Towns are different on how they setup the agendas.  

R. Strach: Does it have to be at this December meeting?  Can there be a ceremonial meeting on 
the first Thursday after the results are certified? 

Attorney Brochu: Right now in Scituate the date is, the first Tuesday after the first Monday so on 
that date they can take office.  

R. Strach:  Would it be the Board of Canvassers? 

Attorney Brochu:  Board of Canvassers will certify the election. Many towns it happens in late 
November or early December.  

R. Strach:  But a  charter does not setup too much for the first meeting agenda.  

Attorney Brochu:  You could have a member elect meet with the clerk and there is no law against 
that.  Many towns use a black box type of concept.  First meeting is purely ceremonial.  Some 
councils have very formal rules and some do not.  

R. Strach:  One work session with the present council and elected council.  

Attorney Brochu: You will be on a tight timeframe. Third week of November before that can take 
place.    

R. Strach:  Should we omit? 

M. Morse:  I would like the obligation. If it is uncooperative relationship it would be short.  I 
would like to see a good conversation.  

R. Strach:  Work better; out going council with incoming council when a quorum has been 
established.   

Attorney Brochu:  The people that are not certified they would not sit at the table.  
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R. Strach:  It could happen that they are not certified?  

M. Morse:  The board of elections wanted the recounts done to certify the elections prior to their 
board meeting.  

Attorney Brochu:  They shoot for November 15th.  It is rare that it would not be certified.  Many 
towns have a November date. Many towns have a quick transition period.  We are operating in 
real time with the accounting software.   

R. Strach:  Reads the model regarding swearing in, what do you think about this? 

T. Pryzbyla:  I do not see why we are delaying until December.  I would like an orientation 
meeting, however I have never seen that.  Can you prepare an agenda in the charter? 

Attorney Brochu:  Yes 

T. Pryzbyla:  You can post a canned agenda: swear in, elect officers and then you can get started. 
Old council approves the last minutes.   

Attorney Brochu:  Most charter do not address this.  I am going to look at this.  How do minutes 
get approved?  Many communities just don’t.  

T. Pryzbyla:  The key is the officers.   

Attorney Brochu:  I would caution about the canned agenda.  

T. Pryzbyla:  Will have  “include but not be limited to” language. 

Attorney Brochu:  Yes, you could create flexibility.  Maybe you have a natural disaster. 

T. Pryzbyla:  Canned agenda just to include swearing in.  

M. Morse:  Can that agenda be assigned to the Town Clerk? I think in Glocester, the interim 
period the Town Clerk takes on responsibilities. 

R. Strach: The Town Clerk could be the person could put together that agenda.  
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Attorney Brochu:  The clerks office will be the one doing the agenda and the only question is 
who is deciding what is on the agenda  

T. Pryzbyla:  Have this minimal agenda and the clerk can put it out unless there’s an emergency, 
then the Town Council President could act.   

R. Strach:  What towns have this language in their charter?  

Attorney Brochu:  Smithfield was sworn in last Monday night.  

K. Loiselle: I would like to see this happen as soon as a quorum was certified. 

S. Brannigan:  Reads language from West Greenwich,.   

M. Morse:  Change to Thursday? 

S. Brannigan:  Yes it is all there.   

T. Pryzbyla:  Speaks to the simple language.  

Attorney Brochu:  Thursdays are the regular meeting days in Scituate.  

M. Morse:  How long for certification? 

M. Morse:  Restrict actions? 

T. Pryzbyla:  Always restrict actions, if the certification takes months.  

Attorney Brochu:  If the charter is silent, as  it is in Scituate now, the Town Council has full 
authority.  

 R. Strach: Boards and commissions, can the outgoing council select or should the outgoing 
commissioners stay in place for the new town council to fill?   

M. Morse:  Appointing someone beyond the current councils’ term.  
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Attorney Brochu:  You would not have a vacant seat on that commission, so the person who is 
getting termed out, they would continue in that position until the Town Council could act and 
appoint a successor.  

R. Strach:  Can we write that in the charter? 

Attorney Brochu:  If someone is termed out they would continue to serve until the new person is 
appointed.  

M. Morse:  Does an appointment consider the language of what is done  under routinely?  

Attorney Brochu:  You would look at the past practice of the town. 

M. Morse:  Better to have latitude? 

Attorney Brochu:  You make a decision and everyone plays by those rules.  

T. Pryzbyla:  Could change that to exclude boards and commissions during the transition period.  

S. Brannigan:  Backup to the first meeting. The majority of the council is certified.  

R. Strach:  Reads Jamestown language.  

S. Brannigan:  Town Clerk shall preside until such time as Town Council President is elected.   

T. Pryzbyla:  The meeting needs to rely on the clerk, for the first five or ten minutes. But I agree 
with you, you could insert language that says officers could be not be elected until a full council 
is present.  

T. Pryzbyla:  Town Clerk is only presiding until you can elect an acting president.  

M. Morse:  If it is the Town Clerk, they could run the town.  

R. Strach:  Are you happy with that? 

T. Pryzbyla:   I am not.  

R. Strach: Reads amended language.  
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T. Pryzbyla: Until a full council is seated, an acting president is elected.  

M. Morse: with a  Town Manager, in the absence of a Council President, he/she should call a 
state of emergency.  

Attorney Brochu:  The issue that you are talking about, I am not aware of when it has ever 
happened.  

R. Strach:  Ted, if I send you this piece, could you rework? 

T. Pryzbyla:  I am one person.  I think we could keep it as simple as possible.  

S. Brannigan:  Keep it simple.  

B. Carpenter: The Richmond charter says the same thing. Simple! 

R. Strach:  Reads Jamestown; Can we put it all in the same thing.  

T. Pryzbyla:  We keep forgetting the town manager is in place.   

B. Carpenter: Lame duck town manager?  

T. Pryzbyla:  Very unusal.  

B. Carpenter: He serves at the behest of the council.  

Attorney Brochu:  What you are dealing here is with more relationship oriented than contractual. 
Not likely the manager will walk off the job.  

R. Strach:  Anything else to add.  

M. Morse:  Decision on the work sessions? 

S. Brannigan: You will not need it.  

Attorney Brochu:  If you swearing them in you will not need the work session.  

S. Brannigan:  Work session be incorporated into the First meeting, will need to ratify minutes.  
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R. Strach:  Ratify the minutes and walk out the door.  

S. Brannigan:  Should be part of the canned agenda.  

R. Strach:  Language in the charter? 

S. Brannigan:  Could be in the minimum agenda.  

T. Pryzbyla:  The new council can table anything in the canned agenda.  

R. Strach:  Are we complicating this more than we need to? 

Attorney Brochu:  Keep it in the paragraph, or you put it into an appendix.  Put a standard time in 
the charter.  

T. Pryzbyla:Does Foster still do old council and new council in the same meeting? We could look 
at that.  

B. Carpenter: Old council just has to approve the minutes.  

M. Morse:  Provide an opportunity for articulation to promote civility.  

R. Strach:  We will see what we can do.  That which I read is Foster.  

R. Strach:  Term limits? 

B. Carpenter: Legislative charter spelled it out well.  Do we have an electronic version of the 
legislative charter? 

R. Strach:  Yes 

M. Morse:  We do not have term limits, is it a problem? If is not a problem for the town ,why fix 
it.  

Attorney Brochu:  Opportunity for new people to run and be elected.  Could have people on the 
council that you would lose.  Is this a solution in search of a problem?  
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R. Strach:  Table that?  December 12th a speaker coming in that will speak to this. Pros and cons 
and how will this benefit Scituate? 

T. Pryzbyla:  It is a very difficult decision, you may have talented people that would be termed 
out.  

B. Carpenter: Lot to be said for fresh ideas.  

T. Pryzbyla:  The gentleman that ran the lumber yard.  He was so brilliant in his simplicity. If he 
had lost, the town would have lost a very talented man.   

R. Strach:  Look at qualifications? 

Attorney Brochu:  I am going to talk about dual office holding, and I would like to speak to that 
next week. You could have it globally. All boards and commissions.  

R. Strach:  Vacancies, is that necessary? 

Attorney Brochu:  The cause is irrelevant. If a new council member is appointed.  Needs to be 
crystal clear.  The sitting council can choose, next highest vote getter or go to another special 
election.  

R. Strach:  How do we fill the vacancy? Member goes to Florida? 

Attorney Brochu:  Member chooses not to attend meetings? Could remain open? Language if 
someone does not go to meetings,  if the charter is silent. You would have to make it a length of 
time. Attendance at meetings? 

Attorney Brochu:  You may want to look at 2 different ways, if someone resigns verses and 
illness. However, with illness, do you want to hold the seat? You would need some flexibility.  

R. Strach:  If someone does not file a resignation? 

Attorney Brochu:  You could have a situation if someone filed a resignation and then wanted to 
retract before the council has an opportunity to act.  If the language is ambiguous you could have  
resigning member try and retract.  
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T. Pryzbyla:  Did we go back to illness? 

S. Brannigan:  Forfeiture of the officer 

S. Brannigan:  West Greenwich forfeiture of office, “without being excused from the council.” 

M. Morse: Item number 4? 

T. Pryzbyla:  We empathize with someone who is sick, however I go back to the voters, they 
voted for someone to get the job done.  You feel bad but you need to move forward.  

Attorney Brochu: Continue to the next election.  

T. Pryzbyla:  Miss 6 meetings and you are done.  

Attorney Brochu:  Limit, but give the council some leeway.  

T. Pryzbyla:  The person who is sick should do the right thing.  

M. Morse:  Could a member Skype in? 

Attorney Brochu:  You cannot have a board member Skype in.  Cannot conference in. Comes up 
on Block Island.  Comes up with fire districts. It has come up, however, you could see it 
changed.  

M. Morse:  I like the language.   

R. Strach:  Reads Smithfield language.  

S. Hopkins: Explanation of moral turpitude? 

S. Brannigan:  Reads West Greenwich language.  

Attorney Brochu:  What you would see is, how does that get determined.  You would need a 
public hearing, what would happen if someone took that to the Supreme Court. Good to setup in 
a basic form.  

S. Brannigan:  Pretty comprehensive.  
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R. Strach:  Reads Smithfield’s  vacancy language.  

Attorney Brochu:  That is problematic. 

M. Morse:  First goes to the next highest vote getter.  Process for a special election is lengthy.  If 
person said no, then you go to the next vote getter.   

T. Pryzbyla:  Or to the next person.  

M. Morse:  How far do you want to go.  

R. Strach:  Do you want to go to the bottom? 

B. Carpenter: Party specific is important, only having 7 people.  You would be putting in a 
different party and that is not what the voters asked for.  

Attorney Brochu:  Some of these provision over complicate the issue. Towns chose the 
appointment, sometime it is the majority. You need to look at the time frame where that seat 
would not be filled? Appointment, shall appoint or may appoint? Appointment or special 
election? Within 6 months of a new election? If you are filling, is it by council appointment or 
charter to next highest vote getter. Look at the pros and cons, appointment or special election. 
You will have some people that are happy and some who are not.  

R. Strach:  Ted, do you recall a time when there was a vacancy to be filled? 

T. Pryzbyla:  Yes, they always try to wait and not have a special election? 

R. Strach:  In this town? 

T. Pryzbyla:  Do you think that I been around that long? No 

Attorney Brochu:  You could have a “may appoint”.  If you went down to 6 and it was 3-3.  

R. Strach:  If it is a 3-3 event.  

Attorney Brochu:  Or it would go open. Do you want the council to have more flexibility? Could 
be a huge political issue. Are we going to take more heat? 
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T. Pryzbyla:  If they are getting along then it works, however if they keep butting heads then it 
would be problematic.  

R. Strach: The path of least resistance.  

T. Pryzbyla:  Next day after election, hold a special election.  

R. Strach:  Then you go to the next person in line.  

M. Morse:  Voter initiative to force an election? 

Attorney Brochu:  I would have to think about it, I have never seen it done that way.  

M. Morse:  A citizen could do it.  

Attorney Brochu:  It is hard to regulate hypotheticals.  My concern is what is the metric that sets 
that off. Regardless of what the council does, what would that voter initiative be. Right to do 
something if there is a vacancy.  Elections are costly to the town.  

S. Brannigan:  Take the special election off the table.  

S. Brannigan:  Motion we take a special election off the table.  

M. Morse:  Second 

B. Carpenter: Anytime during the 2 years? 

S. Brannigan:  We do not need a special election for 2 year terms.  

T. Pryzbyla:  I think 2 years is a short period of time, I do not have a problem.  

All in favor Aye,     B. Carpenter: Nay,  E. McCormick: is recused.  

R. Strach:  No possibility of special election.  

M. Morse: Next highest voter and appointment.  
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S. Brannigan:  To fill vacancy you go to the next highest vote getter. if someone is not eligible 
then the council shall make an appointment.  

M. Morse:  Only the next vote getter.  

S. Brannigan:  I guess that could be up for discussion.  

R. Strach:  I have a problem with that. You could get someone that only got 100 votes, I would 
like to take my chances with the town council.  

T. Pryzbyla:  Percentage of the vote received.  

M. Morse:  Better to stay away from numbers.  

R. Strach:  Do you want a motion?   

Attorney Brochu:  Possible ambiguity? The document is silent.  

R. Strach:  Next highest vote getter.  

S. Brannigan:  There is an ambiguity and then it is difficult to answer.  

T. Pryzbyla:  Number 2 is going to go to court for a judge to decide.  

Attorney Brochu:  Go to the next highest vote getter, I would address the next highest vote getter.  

R. Strach:  Just the next, I would not want to go to the bottom.  

Attorney Brochu:  Everyone agrees that it is a bad choice.   

R. Strach:  Go down 2 and if that does not fill that seat.  

B. Carpenter: You should leave it with the council.  

Attorney Brochu:  Look at the pros and cons to both, the next in line or special election, the 
highest votes from the electorate.  
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S. Brannigan:  We did not elect the council to determine the composition of the council.  The 
voter determines composition of the council.  

S. Hopkins: I would agree with Steve, you need to give recognition to the voters.  

S. Brannigan: Authority to the voters of this town.  

R. Strach:  Go how far? 

S. Brannigan:  At least go to the first.  

R. Strach:  Motion on that now? Or give more thought.  

M. Morse:  The voters spoke, the next person in line mostly likely has a substantially number of 
votes.  

R. Strach:  One? 

M. Morse:  One and then look for an appointment. 

S. Brannigan:  Motion that in the event of a vacancy on the town council, you go to the next 
highest vote total to fill the vacancy. if then that person declines or not is available, then the town 
council shall appoint qualified elector. 

Attorney Brochu:  Determine what unavailable is? Difficult to address all scenario.   

R. Strach: Why do we need not available?    

M. Morse:  Next highest vote getter shall be appointed, if they are qualified.  

Attorney Brochu:  By operation of the charter, the next highest vote getter would be the council 
member. 

T. Pryzbyla:  How is someone notified? A certified letter is sent to them.   

S. Brannigan: Sworn in 30 days from the date of vacancy.  
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R. Strach:  We are not going to resolve this tonight, send your thoughts to me and we will look at 
it. How they are going to be notified.  Can we table that motion?  

S. Brannigan:  Motion is withdrawn.  

R. Strach:  Powers and duties: Chapter 9 next to last page.   We can mark that first paragraph. 
Look for powers and duties in your charters. Try and pick up with this.  

5. Preliminary discussion and/or vote on Town Clerk including (but not limited to) 
appointed or elected position; if appointed, possible qualifications; duties/responsibilities, 
etc.  

R. Strach:  Table number 5 

6. Reminder of additional meeting on December 5. Discussion of homework/possible guests.  

R. Strach:  December 5th Bob Budway and Ted Richard are coming.  I will see if Richard 
Iverson is around. Limit to past town council presidents.  

Meeting on December 12th:  

R. Strach: Lists things that  must be covered  and gives each commissioner a topic to work on. 
Deadline is February 13, if not before.   

E. McCormick: Do parts of this charter have language that has to go in by state law? 

R. Strach:  I can work with Wyatt on this with you. Everyone preparing something by February 
13th.  

E. McCormick: How do you want this? Can I get everyones’ electronically?   

Attorney Brochu:  Best to mail to the clerk and she will send to everyone out with a blind copy.  

R. Strach:  Not for the public. Everything sent to the clerk.  

Attorney Brochu:  Yes, everything through the clerk.  
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R. Strach:  Steve Brannigan is going to look at budget and finance director, between now and the 
first of the year. I gave you the most, first look at it and let me know what day you would like to 
present your work. We’ll work around you.  

E. McCormick: If you have a large chunk, send it to Terry, then we could look at each others’ 
section and help each other.  

Attorney Brochu:  You can exchange information but you cannot make decisions.   

R. Strach:  Everyone reads and makes their own thoughts.  

E. McCormick: Trying to expedite.  

Attorney Brochu:  All this could be on an agenda.  Members are allowed to work together. No 
rolling quorum.  

R. Strach:  If you would like to work with one other person, please do so. If you need help, I can 
work with you.   

7. Audience comments.  

T. McCormick— Trimtown Road 

Keep it simple as you go through the sections.  

Linda Carlow 
Westcott Road 

Town clerk or manager in West Greenwich? Conflict?  

T. Pryzbyla:  Manager is very engaged.  

Mrs. Carlow: How was this handled?  

T. Pryzbyla:  Role is to convene the meeting, never seen a Town Clerk in an active roll.  

R. Strach:  I am not sure any manager would like a town clerk in control.  
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Mrs. Carlow: Did it every happen? 

T. Pryzbyla:  No  

Mrs. Carlow: Part-time manager is more palatable.  

R. Strach:  Not everyone in West Greenwich is happy about their part-time manager.   

E. McCormick: Pros and cons like Wyatt says.  

R. Strach:  In this town hal,l there is a lot that needs doing.  

8. Adjournment.  

B. Carpenter: Motion to adjourn:  

M. Morse: Second 
All in favor Yes at 9:25 

Respectfully Submitted by Recording Secretary Theresa C. Yeaw  
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